The retrieval capabilities of the signature file access method have become very attractive for data processing applications dealing with both formatted and unformatted data. Multimedia databases should also take advantage of this method, provided convenient storage structures for organizing signature files are available. In this paper a high performance dynamic signature file organization is proposed, combining the latest developments in storage structures (dynamic partitioning schemes) with the classical multilevel organizations in an efficient and effective way. We call the method the parametric weighted filter (PWF) and the performance analysis shows its superiority over previous methods. Finally, refinements are proposed that can further improve the scheme and that are worth further investigation.
INTRODUCTION
Many attempts have recently been made to build systems that can process multimedia data. These systems contain not only attributes in their databases but can also handle text, images, graphics and even voice, sound and video. Because it is essential to efficiently store and retrieve both formatted and unformatted data, efficient access methods are required in such systems.
An approach widely advocated for this new generation of databases uses the signature file method. Signature file methods, in fact, have been proposed for various applications such as multikey retrieval, text retrieval, office systems and multimedia systems. A signature (descriptor) in the signature file method is associated with each record, the signature being an encoding of the index terms used to retrieve the record. When a query is processed, the file of signatures (rather than the data file) is examined for potential (exact or partial) matches. The design and implementation of the signature file access method involves two steps. The first is the extraction of signatures from the file objects in such a way that they reflect the contents of the data object represented, and the second is the use of efficient storage structures for the organization of the signature file.
In this paper we are dealing with the second step proposing a combination of the previous organizations that improves the quick filter approach [1] , which is one of the latest developments in the dynamic storage structures for signature files.
An overview of the signature file method, and the various storage strucures proposed for organizing it, is given in Section 2. Section 3 presents a simplified description of our approach. In Section 4 we give the performance evaluation of our scheme (PWF) and compare it with the quick filter scheme, and in Section 5 we give some experimental results. In Section 6 we propose various management policies that can be incorporated into PWF to further improve its performance. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusion of this study.
OVERVIEW
Faloutsos [2] presents a brief review and analysis of signature extraction methods. These are WS (word signature), SC (superimposed coding), BC (bit-block compression) and RL (run-length compression). In our study we assume that the superimposed coding method (SC) is used. According to SC each data object 0, (record, block of large file) is represented by a fixedlength bit vector S, = b i% 6, 2 ... b ip which is called the object signature (F is the fixed signature length). The SC method took its name from the way the object signature is formed. Each object descriptor (term, word, field) is hashed into a bit vector of size F, in such a way that only m bits are set to 1. The bit vector is called word signature.
To obtain the object signature, all word signatures for that object are superimposed (that is 'or'-ed).
When a set of terms is searched for, a query signature SQ of this set is generated from the query Q in the way described above. SQ is then compared with every object contained in the signature file. A signature S, is qualified if and only if for all bit positions in SQ which are set to 1, the corresponding bit positions in 5, are also set to 1. This so called inclusion condition can be formally defined as follows: qualified signatures = {5,|(5, A SQ) = SQ}, where in this formula bit-wise conjunction is used.
All disqualified object signatures indicate that their associated objects are guaranteed not to contain words specified in the query. On the other hand, the fact that a signature S, is contained in the above set only means that the corresponding object is likely to satisfy the query.
There is always a small chance that the corresponding object may not contain the word being searched for (i.e. we have a false drop). A high false drop rate causes unnecessary disk accesses and lowers the overall system performance. Therefore a substantial amount of effort has been devoted to the study of optimal algorithms for generating signatures from the data objects and estimating the false drop probability.
Even though the false drop rate is an important measure for comparing different signature extraction methods, the performance of signature niters depends mainly on the I/O cost, i.e. the number of physical pages that must be accessed to evaluate a query. We can divide the approaches that are used for organizing the signature file into two broad categories: (i) those that require an exhaustive search of every signature (or at least a part of it) of the entire signature file and (ii) those that try to reduce the extent of searching. We will discuss these in turn.
To take (i), since the purpose of the signature file is to reduce the search space in the primary data base, a sequential organization was assumed in most of the analytical work on signature extraction methods, e.g. [3] , [4] , [5] and [6] . However, the time spent in searching the sequential signature file is directly proportional to the database size and performance becomes a matter of concern for large databases. A transposed file organization (known as bit-slice approach) has been suggested for storage of the signature file in order to avoid reading unnecessary bits from the secondary memory [7] . In [8] and [9] a word-serial, bit-parallel processor was proposed. The performance of a signature processor can be further enhanced by using more than one processor modules operating in parallel, each of which holds and searches only a partition of the signature files. Commercial parallel systems have also been employed for parallel text search using signature files as a filtering mechanism [10] . For a large database the above approaches become very inefficient for precisely the same reasons as the inefficiency of an exhaustive search of the primary database itself.
For the second method we have two approaches; the first is multilevel signature files. This organization uses several levels of signatures with the higher levels performing coarse filtering before the signatures of the lower levels are consulted. The traditional multilevel signature file organizations ( [7, 11, 12] and [13] ) are, from the storage structure point of view, multiple applications of the sequential and bit-slice approaches requiring extra storage and processing overhead. For queries with a large number of qualified signatures (low weight queries) this approach may be even slower than a single level signature file, because of the overhead incurred in the multilevel file organization. A performance improvement was succeeded by the S-tree technique [14] which puts 'similar' signatures in groups and organize them in a B-tree (although still having the same weakness as the multilevel signature file method).
The second approach groups object signatures into partitions. Each partition is characterized by a partition key. All signatures in the jth partition share the same signature key, which is also the partition key KPj. The key in general is a substring (e.g. prefix, suffix) of the signature. When a query signature is generated its key KSQ is obtained in the same way and then the partitions being searched are those activated by the following inclusion conditions: qualified partitions = {j\(KSQ A KPj) = KSQ], where j is the identification of a partition. It is obvious that the main implementation problem is the exact definition of the key which can be considered as the similarity criterion for clustering signatures into partitions. In [15] three partitioning schemes are proposed-the fixed prefix, extended prefix and floating point-which are static in nature. Although in [16] there was an attempt to make these schemes dynamic, the dynamic features of the proposed solutions remain limited. A dynamic partitioning scheme named quick filter was proposed in [1] . The quick filter method, also called the dynamic suffix method, partitions signatures according to a dynamic split function which works well with linear hashing [17] as the underlying storage structure. The signature key for all signatures in the file is defined as the /i-bit or the h partitions with the size h. Then quick filter considers any key signature as a binary number, the value of which determines the position number j into which the signature is stored.
From the above discussion, it is clear that the process of mapping signatures into partitions is similar to hashing, but the retrieval operation is different from hashing. Standard hashing looks for an exact match, whereas if we view a signature of F-bits as a tuple of F 1-bit attributes, the retrieval of signatures is similar to partial match retrieval. Then each query Q is expressed as a F-tuple with the /th component being either 1 (if Q has a 1 in its ith bit) or *-'don't care' (in case Q has a 0 in its z' th bit). However, it is prohibitive to use partial match retrieval methods for allocating tuples to buckets and this because the value off is very large. In this case the size of F appears as exponent in the time complexity of the respective algorithms and a large F leads to non-practical time values.
DESCRIPTION OF PWF
From the previous section it becomes apparent that quick filter, although cost efficient and practical, cannot be the best solution in the problem of organizing signature files. This is because it lacks full compatibility with the problem (its partitioning technique is independent of the nature of the given data). On the other hand, multilevel signature organization seems to be more appropriate if we discard its disadvantages. To be more specific, we make the following observations: A n i n s t a n c e o f P W F w h e n F= 16 a n d 1 = 2. T h e o r g a n i z a t i o n o f p a r t i t i o n 1 is illustrated w h e r e for clarity all t h e 16 bits o f e a c h s i g n a t u r e are p r e s e n t e d .
• Although the quick filter, which provides one level dynamic clustering, performs very well, it achieves this performance using only the last / (or / -1) bits of the signatures (where / is the current level of hashing). It is reasonable to believe that the performance would be better if we could use (in any way) the information carried by the remaining F -I (or F -I + 1 ) bits.
• Although the multilevel signature organizations seem to fit the nature of the problem they have the problem of the increasing density of l"s in the entries of the higher level nodes, a problem which appears more often with large databases. This increased density is caused by the fact that in the classical multilevel schemes (e.g. [ 1 2 , 1 4 ] ) a signature in an entry is formed by superimposing the signatures of oZ/the leaves of the subtree whose root is the respective entry. As a result, these schemes suffer from (i) expensive searching for low weighted (and thus low discriminating) queries; and (ii) the upper levels tend to provide nothing but increased I/O. In [ 1 4 ] direct exhaustive search of leaves and truncation of the higher levels of the tree (thus creating a forest of trees) are suggested as remedies for the above problems. So, it is logical to believe that a forest of two-level schemes, where each top level entry is formed by 'or'-ing a reasonable number of (low level) signatures, can provide the full advantages of the multilevel schemes. By the term oooo: oooöfnöol 0010 ooooj oooi oooo löTiöl fiöo^BTTönoooi 0100 1 3 2
reasonable we mean a number that is small enough for the top level entries to contain a small number of l's, and big enough for the space requirements of the top level nodes to be very small.
Based on the above observations we concluded that it would be more suitable to combine the two techniques into one integrated structure. This structure should incorporate the descriptive nature of the multilevel organization (specifically the more efficient two-level organization) and the partition capabilities of the quick filter, augmented by information about the weights (number of l # 's) of parts of individual signatures.
Definitions
Maintaining the dynamic clustering features of quick filter, P W F partitions the signature file by applying linear hashing with one basic difference: instead of having just one page per partition, the number of pages that a partition can have is variable and its maximum value is controlled by parameters of the scheme which are directly affected by the desired performance. For each signature in a partition we store only its F -l-prefix, where / denotes the current level of hashing.
Every partition is organized using a two-level method similar to that of (throughout this paper we use base-two logarithms). Then the ith component of the m-descriptor is the maximum number of 1 "s (maximum weight), a signature in the b-group has in its ith part. All representatives belonging to the same partition are stored into the same partition block (see Figure 1) . On the other hand, every partition block contains representatives of the same partition (consequently there is an one to one correspondence between partitions and partition blocks). For each partition block (and therefore partition), we have in
main memory auxiliary information in the form of b^descriptor. A b-descriptor is formed by applying the same procedure followed in the case of nudescriptors but this time on the nudescriptors of the involved partition block. (That is, we take into account all the signatures belonging to that partition).
From an abstract point of view, we can say that PWF consists of a dynamically changing set of partitions organized as a forest of trees of height 1, with signatures being clustered into partitions by applying linear hashing.
Operations
In order to describe search, insert and delete operations, it would be helpful to take a closer look to the scheme. where b -< j £ -=>• b -< / F Sn +p since a b-group is stored into one page. One of the basic questions is: 'how many pages can be represented by a partition block?' We have:
Proof. The lemma holds since for every signature we store the remaining bits (F -I) plus a pointer to the object the signature represents.
• Based on these we have the answer to the above question, that is:
The above parameter is computed each time the level of hashing is changing from / to / + 1 in order to preallocate a contiguous space of pages to be represented by a partition block. Since the space is preallocated we can assume that the quantity n pb for a given / is constant and it is given by the above lemma, thus having n pb = maximum(n pb ).
Remark: As it can be seen that we have: n pb -< b, V/ and given F big enough (e.g F >-100, which implies that len(m-descriptor) is small compared to F -[), we can say that: n pb « b. On the basis of these facts we do not have to compute this parameter every time the level of hashing changes. We can simply import it as a constant parameter into our scheme and say that it is equal to b. 
Search given query q

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Let: a = the average load factor of the data pages (overflow area not included) w{x,y) = the function that returns the weight of a substring of the bit vector x, y bits long; that is, the number of bits of the substring that are set to 1 w(x) = the function that returns the weight of bit vector x x = the average value of the quantity x A = ^r% that is the ratio of the average query weight to the signature size comp(x,y) = (*), that is comp(x,y) represents the number of combinations in selecting y out of x objects (without taken the order of selection into account). Our basic assumption (as in [1] and [15] ) is that the object signatures are random bit vectors uniformly distributed in the range of 0 to 2 F -1 where each position is equally likely to have a 0 or 1 on it. The main purpose of our performance analysis is to compute the average number of pages needed to be retrieved during the processing of a query Q. Our basic conclusion is presented in Theorem 3, and before this we give a set of lemmas and theorems in order to clarify the parameters used in it.
LEMMA 5: n' sp = jj^pP roof: The proof is obvious since for every signature we store the remaining bits (F -I) plus a pointer to the object the signature represents.
• LEMMA 6: Proof. Since every representative represents a group of b signatures (except the last representative of a page that can represent less than b signatures) the result follows.
•
Proof. Immediate, taken the fact that every partition block represents n' pb pages.
• LEMMA 8: The average number of l's in a part of size f of a query signature is: w{Q,t) = w(Q)± (assuming uniform distribution of ' 1 ' bits in the query signature).
Proof The lemma follows directly from the probability that a bit, randomly chosen in the signature, lies in the specific part. D REMARK 1: The same lemma has been used in [1] . 
0)
THEOREM 1: Given a descriptor (nudescriptor or bjdescriptor) representing a group of / signatures, the probability of activation of this group of signatures is
where x is a random variable representing the number of l's a part of a signature, with length pn/W| bits, has. x follows B(j]£y-, ! pi) (B is the binomial distribution, p\ the probability that a specific bit in a signature is 1).
Proof. Let w(Q) be the average query weight. Then the average number of 1 's in a part of a query (where the parts are created in the way the theorem says) is (using Lemma «) S^j. We have that /^.,(r) = q [logFi , where q is the probability that there is a signature (in the group of t signatures) for which a specific part has more l's than the average number in the respective part of a query Q. So q = 1 -d, where d is the probability that all the signatures in the group of t signatures have in a specific part less l's than the average number in the respective part of a query Q. But d = P(x -< rf-^j)'.
• From the above equations the theorem is proven.
REMARK 1: If we assume that p x = 1/2 then from known relations of the theory of probability we have:
(1 -y) [fosFi dy REMARK 2: In the above theorem we (implicitly) took the assumption that -n£-pi is integer. We did that in order to make the result more readable. When this assumption does not hold then the theorem has the form 
. B O Z A N I S , C. M A K R I S AND A . T S A K A L I D I S
= ll-P(x< HQ) F [logF\ •}'
So, a bjdescriptor or a m.descriptor becomes more effective when A increases and / decreases. In Table 1 we give some values for P ac ,() that confirm our claim.
LEMMA 9: The average number of zeros in an s-descriptor is 0/ = (F -/) x p^, where po is the probability of an individual bit in a signature being zero.
Proof.
A random sjdescriptor is a F -I bit-string formed by superimposing ('or'ing) b signatures. So the probability of an individual bit in a s-descriptor being zero is PQ. From these facts we can conclude that the number of zeros in an sJlesciptor follows the binomial distribution B(F -l,Po)-Therefore, the average number of zeros is given by the product (F -I) x PQ.
• REMARK:
A S we have assumed that p 0 = 1/2 the above lemma takes the form 0/ = -T HEOREHI 2: The probability of an s-descriptor being qualified is:
From the inclusion condition, it can be observed that an sjdescriptor is being qualified only if no zero bit position in it is specified in the (F -/) -bit prefix of query Q. The numerator is the number of such a probability. The denominator is the number of possible query signatures with a fixed weight.
REMARK 1: The same result is presented in [11] , with the difference that here we control the factor 0/ through b, reducing in this way the probability of activation. Proof Taken the simplified assumption that the two facts (the activation of an mjdescriptor and the activation of an s-descriptor) are independent we have the result. We use the approximation symbol because the two facts are not totally independent.
LEMMA 11: The probability of a page containing x b-groups being qualified, taking into account only the representatives of the b_groups, is p g (x) -< x x p' rep .
Proof. The probability of the page being activated is equal to the probability that at least one of the representatives is being qualified. From that we obtain the inequality. Proof The proof can be found in [1] .
• Based on the above lemmas we can easily state our basic theorem: Table 2 
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Then the average number of pages needed to be retrieved is: R(l)P(l) + U(l)P(l-\).
Comparison with quick filter
It is clear that the formulae we presented are complicated and difficult to understand giving no insight about the performance improvements, we claim, our scheme provides. So in order to show the performance improvements our scheme achieves, we will compare the quick filter (as it is presented in [1] ) and our scheme, supposing they are applied to the same file and have the same number of data pages. In addition, we show the strong superiority of our scheme and we make the computations easier by examining the weakest version of it, parametric filter (PF); that is, we ignore the auxiliary information provided to us by the rrudescriptors and the b-descriptors. The consequencies of this action to performance can be estimated by Remark 3 of Theorem 1. Let: h = the level of hashing in quick filter / = the level of hashing in our scheme n = the number of pages (common in the two schemes), without regarding the partition blocks. N = the number of partition blocks. Without loss of generality, we will assume that: (i) n = 2 h , (ii) N = 2' and (iii) n' pb = b. 
Proof: We have w{Q, I) = w(Q, h -logb) = iv(Q, h)-w(Q, logb) (Remark 2(i) of Lemma 8). So Lemma 14 gives
Taking into account Lemma 12 we conclude that the average number of pages needed to be retrieved in PF is less than the corresponding number in quick filter when:
(1 + n' sp p' s )/b*~A -< 1. And the result follows, since it is apparent that PWF is stronger than PF. We have found that the above equation is satisfied for a large range of signature sizes and query weights by appropriately tuning the parameter b. Valid values of b for various cases are given in Table 3 where computations are made using a = 0.75, p = 4 bytes.
Here we must note that from the definition of the b-group maximum{b) -< j^-, the number of Is in the query signatures ranges from m to F/2 and page capacity is expressed in bytes. From these tables we note that the higher the weights of the query signatures the better the performance of PWF. So we can conclude that PWF is well suited for multimedia applications. Table 4 shows the ratio of the average number of pages needed to be retrieved to the corresponding one of QF. Computations are made (i) using TV = n/b and (ii) assuming for QF, PWF that they need 210 primary data pages -as in [1] to store 10000 signatures for the same page capacity 2K and load factor 0.75.
We can observe that PWF behaves with respect to insertions as a linear hashing scheme having on the average b times larger data space per partition than QF and one extra auxilliary page block per partition. That means additional costs of (i) two page accesses (reads or writes) per insertion that does not cause overflow and (ii) ib page accesses per split operation. This difference of insertion performance between the two organizations is not too important since (i) b is a small constant properly chosen for better retrieval performance; (ii) update operations occur much less frequently than retrieval operations in information retrieval; and (iii) as proved in [17] the portion of insertions leading to a split decreases quickly when the data space per partition increases. The same arguments also apply to the case of the deletion (a not so frequent operation as [14] states).
LEMMA 15 Let n pages the space requirements of quick filter then the expected space requirements of our scheme are: \n{\ + l/b)~\ pages.
Proof; We have n primary data pages and in the average \n/b~] partition blocks. So the result comes directly, showing that the bigger the b the smaller the storage overhead. This should be a criterion for choosing a b that achieves the best performance with the less space requirement.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present experimental results concerning the performance of PWF operating (i) in the same enviroment as in [1] and (ii) with a large database of 100000 signatures.
In case (i) the following experimental parameters are set: the page size C = 2K, the pointer size p = 4 bytes, the signature size F -240 bits and 6 e {2,3,4} according to Table 3 . A database of 10000 signatures was randomly built for each value of b using a load factor aw 0.75. For this database 1000 queries of A € {0.1, 0.2, 0.3 0.4, 0.5} were processed. The results of our expirements compared to data from [1] are presented in Table 5 and illustrated in Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows for each value of b the theoretical and the experimental average page accesses of PWF.
As we can see in Figures 3 and 4 PWF behaves in the way described by Theorem 4 and the findings of Table 3 . That is, the only case where its performance is worst than QF is when b = 4 and A = 0.1. Summarizing, we are able to say that PWF files achieved about 55% performance gains (PWF/QF) on retrieval over QF on the average (following the values of Table 5 ), whereas their space requirements followed the formula stated in Lemma 15. That is, the storage of PWF lies between the space requirements of QF and S-Tree increasing when b decreases. This gives the capability to the system designer to choose a value for b that satisfies her/his needs. For example, if we want an implementation with small space and with retrieval gains for A>-0.1, we will choose b = 4. On the other hand, b = 2,3 are the right choices for retrieval speed up irrespective of space restrictions.
In the second experiment we built a database of 100000 signatures choosing b = 3 while maintaining the rest parameter values the same. According to the results of experiment (i) this is the best value for b that balances good access performance and space overhead. Figure 5 shows our findings where it is easily seen that the same observations about the performance gains of our scheme can be made.
FURTHER REFINEMENTS
From the above discussion, it became apparent that one of the most important implementation problems is how to organize signatures belonging to a page into b-groups.
In the scheme we have proposed, we have taken the simplified approach that given a page with x b-groups, b-groups are formed sequentially one after another as the signatures are inserted. So, the first x -1 b-groups are full whereas the last one is partially full. It is our belief that the proposed scheme entails some simple implementation decisions that could be further refined. To be more specific, we outline three open decision problems one could give different solutions:
(i) how to choose the most appropriate page of a qualified partition for a signature during the insertion procedure, and more specifically how to select in an effective way the place of insertion; (ii) how to organize the oveflow area of each partition; (iii) how to allocate space for pages belonging to the same partition.
In order to answer question (i), we take first the assumption that b « n sp (i.e. a page contains only one b-group). In the spirit of the S-Tree approach, (i) reduces to the need of definition of a similarity (clustering) criterion between the inserted signature and the existing pages, based on the information given by corresponding representatives. So, if / is the qualified partition for inserting signature s, we propose to choose the appropriate page by applying the following procedure: We can extend the above algorithm for the case where there are more than 1 b-groups in a page. Being more specific, we can apply again the same clustering techniques with two basic differences:
(i) The techniques will be applied to each b-group and not to the whole pages, (ii) A varied b-group size will be allowed. This means that the limitation of the constant b-group size (size = 6) should no longer be valid.
Making (ii) more specific we suggest that the b-groups of all the pages of a partition should be organized in a manner similar to the organization of nodes of the classical B-tree. So for every b-group we will have:
low < size(b-group) •< high, where low, high are properly chosen parameters (e.g. low = b/2, high = b). If we make these changes, then the two-level organization of each partition will look like the S-tree. One logic answer to question (ii) is the following: for each overflowed partition block, we have also an overflow area where the representatives of the b-groups of the corresponding overflow page area are stored P. BOZANIS, C . MAKRIS AND A.TSAKALIDIS instead of having just one representative for the entire overflow page area. The obvious purpose of this refinement is to treat the misleading and coarse information the unique representative provides us.
Next, a reasonable treatment of question (iii) concerning the allocation policy for partition pages is as follows. Whenever a new partition is generated, allocate for it only the number of needed pages and not the maximum one imposed by the scheme (that is n' pb ). Following this approach, one expects to have an accepted trade off between space overhead and time.
Other interesting research would involve implementation considerations such as splitting and merging policies for pages and/or partition blocks and the extension of our scheme in a parallel environment.
Finally, we can say that the fact that PWF is a hybrid scheme allows us to incorporate into it all the refinements that are proposed in [1] , for the quick filter approach. For example, instead of linear hashing we can use extensible hashing.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described a new dynamic organization for storing and retrieving signature files. This organization incorporates the descriptive nature of the two-level organization scheme into the partition capabilities of the quick filter augmented by information concerning the weights of parts of individual signatures.
We have also presented the search, insert and deletion procedures which have interesting characteristics. The search (retrieve) procedure performance is investigated thoroughly in terms of page access and comparisons with the quick filter approach. From the performance evaluation we conclude that our scheme outperforms quick filter especially in applications where large signature sizes are used (that implies and very large query weights). Further refinements have also been discussed, but are left open for future research or implementation considerations.
